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Rest in Peace,
Tommy Childers
By: McKenzie Ludvik
If you’ve been at Bessemer Academy for a few years,
you’ve probably heard of the ghost story that has been
carried on by students for years. Tommy, the alleged
ghost, has been rumored to stay in the gym and locker
rooms. I asked around the school to gain a little more
insight to the rumors.
Senior Josh Boles said “Tommy died over there in the
forest by the baseball field; he was playing Russian
Roulette by himself. He stays in the varsity locker room;
I don’t go in there by myself.” But not everyone has
heard the same rumor.
Senior Austin Jordan said “I heard Tommy was in the
weight room by himself and the weight slipped, causing
him to die because he suffocated.”
Completely unrelated to the previous statements,
Sydney Watson claimed “I think he was killed at that
house by the red light on the corner. I’ve seen him in the
gym. He looked like a little black thing.”
These students have obviously been convinced of the
legend, but what about the faculty? Have the teachers,
coaches, and staff seen or heard Tommy?
Head Athletic Director Coach Josh Wright confirmed
the existence of the alleged ghost. “I don’t know how he
died, but I’ve seen him about six times. We used to lock
the stairwells, and one night I saw him up against the
stairwell, he was locked up in Mrs. Hopping’s kitchen
area; more than once I’ve gone up there and the
microwave was running, or he was watching tv in my
office. Those were only two of the sightings about six
years ago, but I usually see him after midnight when we
come back late from football.”
As a rebuttal to this extravagant quote, other members
of the staff confirm that this ghost story is exactly that: a
story.
Headmaster Mrs. Kelly shoots down any idea of

Tommy being real. “He’s a rumor. When I first came to the
school, I heard a lot of people talking about seeing him down
at the gym, but I’ve never seen nor heard him as other people
have noted. I think it’s a fun traditional story that everyone
likes to tell.”
I played sleuth to discover any information on Tommy.
Rumored to be a student at the time of his death, I searched
official death records of Bessemer, Alabama for anyone with
the first name Tommy or any version of that spelling.
Mrs. Kelly confirms that to her knowledge, there have
been no deaths of an enrolled student at the campus.
But I talked with another teacher, Mrs. Reaves, who was a
student at the time of Tommy’s death. “He was younger than
me” she said. “He did go to school here. His name was
Tommy Childers, and I think he was on the JV football team.
From what I can remember, he lived in the house on the
corner across from the YMCA. He and some friends were
playing outside-- I don’t know how they got a gun, maybe it
was in his parents house-- they just went around playing
Russian Roulette, and when he put the gun up to his head,
there was a bullet. It wasn’t on purpose.” I asked her for an
estimation of what year this occurred, and she responded
“Maybe around 1974-1977. It was before I graduated. They
always said that they buried him in his football uniform.”
With this insightful information from Mrs. Reaves, we
can all finally put this ghost story to rest. Tommy Childers
did end his life tragically and accidentally, but his spirit does
not inhabit the school, nor did he die here. The last photo of
Tommy I found was in Bessemer Academy’s 1975 issue of
the yearbook.
In conclusion, Tommy Childers was a real boy, died a tragic
death, but absolutely does not reside in any part of the
Bessemer Academy campus.
If you have a topic that needs to be investigated within the
school, email or text me at ludvikmckenzie@gmail.com.

Lunch Menu

God's
Timing
By: Austin Jordan
God has a plan for the life of every Christian. Every
circumstance, every turn of destiny, is for your good. It is
working together for completeness. His plan for you is
being perfected. All things working together for your good
and for His glory. So many of us ask God to change the
circumstances to suit our desires, instead of us confirming
our wills to His. Don’t let circumstances distress you.
Rather, look for the will of God for your life to be revealed
in and through those circumstances. Whenever you are in
your prayer time think of this…… Honestly how often do
I want to run ahead of your leading, Father? Remember to
trust God completely I am going through a tough time. I
know that you have the master plan for me and that your
timing is perfect!
Remember that God loves you and have a blessed week!

Friday, 9/19
Chicken Sandwich, Chips and Dip, Pickle, Dessert
Monday, 9/22
Sweet and Sour Chicken, Fried Rice, Egg Roll,
Dessert
Tuesday, 9/23
Soft Taco, Nacho Cheese, Corn, Dessert
Wednesday, 9/24
Pork Chop, Cheese Potatoes, Lima Beans
Thursday, 9/25
Hamburger Steak, Mashed Potatoes, Peas, Dessert

Movie Quote of
the Week
“ There is a colonial woman on the wing. There
is something they aren't telling us.”

Check
the
website!
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The Alma Mater

By: Caroline Parker

H ere at Bessemer Academy we have many traditions.

One of our traditions is singing our alma mater. If you are
not sure what an alma mater is, it is an anthem of a school,
college, or university. At Bessemer Academy, we usually
sing our alma mater at pep rallies during football season.
Over the past couple of weeks, I have been trying
investigate the history of Bessemer Academy’s alma
mater. I asked Mrs. Connie Dickson for help since she has
been at Bessemer Academy the longest. She has been
calling multiple people trying to discover the history, but
unfortunately she was not able to find out who wrote the
alma mater or when it was written. Thank you Mrs.
Connie for your help.
While Mrs. Connie was calling Bessemer Academy’s
past staff, I searched for information through the old
Bessemer Academy yearbooks in the school library. I
discovered that the alma mater was not published in the
yearbooks until 1975. This may mean that the alma mater
was not written until that year. I also discovered that the
alma mater has changed over the years and is significantly
different from our current alma mater. The history of
Bessemer Academy’s alma mater remains a mystery as of
now, but will hopefully be discovered soon.

Alma Mater from 1975
Oh Alma Mater
We turn our hearts to thee;
With memories of thy honor Bessemer Academy
When years from now we’ll pause,
To think of yesterdays,
Remembering Alma Mater
And her ideals, we’ll ever praise.
May our Academy
Take passing years in stride,
And strengthen with each season;
The test of time, defied.
With loyalty we pledge
To take that which you’ve taught,
And serve mankind with courage,
Using the truths which we have sought.

Current Alma Mater
When we remember our youth
Our thoughts go rushing to
The Academy, The Academy
Of our friends, and youth and love
And though the years take us far
We know within our hearts
The Academy is home to me
And it will forever be
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Gamer's Corner: Metal Gear V- The Phantom Pain
By: Garrett Moore

By: Tori Spain
Send a shout-out to friends, classmates, teachers, or coaches!
There's a box on top of the newspaper stand in the hallway. Guys,
DO NOT forget to put your name or a name you would like to be
recognized as on your shout-out.
(Ex. Tori Spain or vpain)
Katie BarnettThanks for all the hard work y’all
do to make the newspaper! I keep
every single newspaper because
they’re awesome. :)
Austin Jordan to BA StudentsHey everyone, remember that Teens
for Christ is at 7:30 every
Thursday, and every Friday there is
FCA at 7:00 in the lunchroom! Can’t
wait to see you there!
Coach Boyd to Lowell, Trent, and
AustinNice job at workouts Thursday
morning.
Coach Penfield to Volleyball teamLove y’all
AnonymousHi mom
Anonymous to Coach P“LOVE”
Erin HarrisonShoutout to Pay Mc, keep it trill
#tictacs
CarlosShoutout to Rachel, i love you!
Lo to BekahI love you <3
AnonymousSHOUT OUT TO ALL SENIORS! We
should have won the Pep-Rally! We
will have REVENGE!

Teacher September Birthdays
By: Katie O'Donnell

Jeremy Perkins-15th
Kathy Diggins-18th
Tara Brown-22nd
Nedra Davis- 29th

.

Student September Birthdays
By: PJ Garrett

18- Anna G. Bedford
21- Brittney R. Curren
22- Dalton A. May, Madelyn E. Leverette
24- Matthew Rouse
24- Ella Raegan Phillips
26- Lana G. Mangione
27- Kolton L. Hudgins
28- Matthew L. Barnes, Erin L. Harrison, Akyia J.Peoples

Naughty Dog’s award-winning game The Last of Us
is now available for the PS4 in upgraded form. The new
edition gives the game the additional power to run at
1080p resolution and include an option for the game to
run at up to 60 frames-per-second. The game’s framerate
rarely drops below the max, but players who wish for a
stable framerate can lock the game at 30fps. This version
also includes an option to pause the game and enter a
photo mode to capture and edit vivid moments. Last but
not least, the game’s additional story content, Left
Behind, also comes with the game free of charge.
When released in 2013 for the PS3, The Last of Us
pushed graphical boundaries with the PS3’s capabilities
and also the boundaries of video game writing. Lifelike
dialogue and animations makes each and every character
feel very real in the postapocalyptic world while
exploring the light and dark sides of humanity in a time
of crisis.

The game takes place in America, 20 years after the
outbreak of the Cordyceps fungus. The fungus exists in
real-life and controls the minds of ants to spread itself,
but in the game the virus has mutated to also infect and
control humans. The game centers around Joel, an old
and grizzled man, who undertakes transporting Ellie, a
teenage girl, on behalf of the rebel group the Fireflies.
Many things happen for the unexpected, but soon Joel
and Ellie grow closer and closer.
The game’s shooter and cover mechanics are quite
different from Naughty Dog’s other Sony-exclusive
series, Uncharted. In TLoU, no button exists to take
cover. When players approach cover, the character will
change animation to hide behind it while never
“sticking” to it like some other games, The third-person
shooting is similar, but ammo mechanics are not not. In
this ruined world, ammo is very scarce yet powerful.
Melee weapons takedowns, and a viable stealth system
are encouraged in order to save ammunition for tough
times. The intelligent AI will even react to when they
notice the player has a gun or runs out of ammo by
alerting their friends and attempting to flank the player.
An inventory allows players to craft med-kits, lethal
weapon upgrades, shivs for faster silent takedowns, an
explosive device, or alter firearms.
The original game is available for PS3, released
June 14, 2013, and the Remastered Edition for PS4,
released July 29, 2014.

H

ello Ladies! this column is a weekly reminder to pay
attention to your makeup! This column will also give
advice, tips, and the honest truth.
The only thing that gets us more excited than good
makeup is an awesome new way to use that good makeup.
Whether it’s figuring out that hairspray can work to set
your makeup or that you should be applying lipstick with a
concealer brush, makeup hacks are more than just fun
— they’re also incredibly helpful. Below, I've put together
17 amazing makeup hacks to make your life easier.
1. Heat up your eyelash curler with a blow dryer for a few
seconds before curling your lashes to give them extra
holding power.
2. Apply your lipstick with a concealer brush for a more
precise application.
3. Hold a plastic spoon or business card to your eyelid
while applying mascara to avoid stray marks on your lid.
4. Using white eyeliner as an eyelid base will make your
bright eyeshadow stand out and last longer.
5. Turn your regular kohl eyeliner into gel liner by holding
it under a flame for one second. Let it cool for 15 seconds
and gently apply to your lash line.
6. When you first open a new product, write the date on it
with a permanent marker. That way, you’ll always know
when it will expire.
7. If your lips are a bit chapped or flaky, take an old
toothbrush to brush away the flakes to reveal softer,
kissable lips.
8. To fix a cracked or broken powder compact, pour a
small amount of rubbing alcohol in the tin. Swirl the liquid
and the powder together with a cotton swab until you get a
clay-like consistency. Then, let it dry flat for about a day
and it’ll be like new.
9. To make your lipstick last, apply the lipstick and then
hold a tissue over your lips and lightly dust translucent
powder over the tissue.
10. Clean up the wings of your cat eye with a cotton swab
and a dab of concealer. You’ll remove any unwanted
excess and cover up the mistake at the same time.

Your Face
By: Casey Burnette

11. Set your makeup for a long night by spraying
hairspray straight up in the air, then tilting your head
back and closing your eyes to let the hairspray fall
back down onto your face.
12. Keep lipstick from getting on your teeth by
making an “O” shape with your lips and putting your
index finger in your mouth, then pulling it out. The
excess lipstick that would’ve gotten on your teeth
will come off on your finger.
13. For thicker eyelashes, dust a thin coat of baby
powder onto your lashes after your first coat of
mascara, then seal it with a second coat. The powder
acts as a thickener and your lashes will look much
thicker.
14. Control unruly eyebrows by spritzing hairspray
onto an old toothbrush and gently brushing through
your brows.
15. Stop your under eye concealer from creasing by
completely removing any creams or emollients from
the area and using a makeup sponge to apply
concealer. Set the liquid concealer with a thin veil of
powder for extra staying power.
16. In a pinch, use your lipstick as a cream blush.
Swipe some color onto the back of your hand first,
then use your index finger to apply to the apples of
your cheeks.
17. Give gel eyeliner staying power by going over it
with a the same color in a powder formula with an
angled liner brush.
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Random Student

By: PJ & JB

When sign makers go on strike, is anything written on their
signs?
Yeah! STRIKE!
If you choke a Smurf, what color does it turn?
Purple. I like purple!
Why is it called a "building" when it is already built?
Because of the struggle it went through!
Why does it take 15 minutes to cook minute rice?
Depends on how much water you put in it.
Why does feet smell and nose runs?
The nose has holes pointing down, and the feet are flat so the
smell comes up.

TheRebel
RebelWeekly
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Kress Korner
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"King Kress"

By: Tyler Carroll

Coach Kress initiated this week's interview by saying that he thought we
played a mediocre first half in the last football game, but we played well the
second half. He said that he was “glad nobody got electrocuted, LOL… lots of
lightning.”
He later said that this week’s game against Coosa Valley is “a great
opportunity for us to get better as a team.” Coach Kress graduated from Coosa
Valley, so we asked him how he felt about returning to his old “stomping
grounds.” He answered, “How do I feel about going home? Ecstatic. Mom
and Dad are going to attend.”
On another note, Coach Kress almost beat Coach Jon in a kicking contest
before practice earlier last week. They both nailed a 30 yard field goal. Then
Coach Jon missed the following 40 yard field goal, and so did Coach Kress.
Coach Kress’ field goal was very accurate, but he slipped and fell. Therefore,
the attempt fell a yard short. The coaches then faced off in a race in which
Coach Kress beat Coach Jon.
When Coach Kress was asked about the ACT, he said that he made an 18.
He also stated that he believes the ACT is “ A bunch of horse feathers!”

Animal of the Week:
Last week's random student was...

Sidney
Moore

White Rhino
By: Cole Morgan

Teacher
of
the
Week:

This week's animal is the African white rhino. While people
believe that there are different colored rhinoceroses, in
reality they are all actually grey.
An unusual fact about the white rhino is it has a square
shaped lip. This lip shape is caused from the certain diet
they eat which consists of mainly plain grasses. They feed
and reside in the vast plains of Africa where they feed on
those grasses in herds of about 12.
Female rhinos only give birth every two and a half years,
and the new baby rhino does not live by itself until it is
around three years old. White rhinos are born with two
baby horns; furthermore, the first and smallest can

grow up to three inches long while the larger of the
two can grow up to five feet.
Rhinoceroses are very intelligent creatures. When
they find a suitable watering hole they bathe in the
mud which in return acts as a natural sunblock and
insect repellent.
Unfortunately, these beautiful creatures have
almost been killed off because many people desire to
have their horns. These horns are used for medicinal
effects and for dagger handles. Sadly enough, only
11,000 survive today; however, there are many
organizations attempting to protect and revive the
falling population.

Convicted School Shooter T.J. Lane Escapes from
Ms. Fine Prison By: Katie O'Donnell
By:
Abani
Varner-Williams

Where did you attend college?
University of Alabama
Why did you become a teacher?
I enjoy working with young people.
What is your favorite class to teach?
The Juniors ans Seniors because they are more mature and I love to
see how they have progressed.
How long have you been teaching?
17 years
What are some of your hobbies?
I like gardening, reading, and watching movies
What would be one thing you would tell all the Bessemer
Academy students?
Life is filled with ups and downs, but don’t get discouraged or give
up. Just trust in God, take it one day at a time, and things will work
out in the end.

In addition to the already tragic story of the shooting in
Ohio at Chardon High School, the gunman, T.J. Lane,
escaped from prison last Thursday, September 11.
In order to truly understand how upsetting this escape
was, you should first know what happened on this tragic
day. Three students died by the hands of 17 year old, T.J.
Lane, and two more were hospitalized on this fateful day.
Friends and family still grieve for their losses. The
community will forever remember the lives lost on this
day. T.J Lane said that his victims were randomly selected.
However, witnesses say that it seemed that he targeted a
boy and his group of friends sitting at a lunch table
together. Lane received three life sentences on March 23rd,
2012.
He was unremorseful at his hearing, and he removed his
jacket to reveal a white cotton t-shirt that had the word
“killer” written across it in black letters. He turned to the
parents of the victims, said foul words to them that I prefer
not to repeat, and obscenely gestured to them. Parents of
the victims and sympathetic neighbors call T.J. Lane a vile
coward and a pathetic excuse for a human being.
After the shooting, students at Chardon High School
referred to two teachers, Frank Hall and Joesph Ricci, as
heros. Witnesses say that Frank Hall, a football coach and
well liked teacher, charged Lane, despite the fact that he
was pointing the gun directly at him. Hall fondly spoke of
his students and had a great love for his school.

Another hero was Joesph Ricci, a math teacher.
He was teaching a class when he heard two shots
fired. He promptly put his classroom on lockdown
and risked his life by opening the door to help a
wounded child, dragging him inside and
administering first aid on him.
By understanding this incident, you can clearly
see how upsetting it would be to learn that T.J.
Lane escaped from prison just last Thursday,
September 11, 2014. Authorities say that Lane did
not put up a fight when he was recaptured. In fact,,
he said nothing. The escape was made at
recreational time when Lane and two other inmates
scaled a hundred foot fence. The prison that Lane
escaped from was a medium security level prison,
but there is no excuse for this breach in security.
This escape has caused family and friends of the
victims more heartache, and God knows they don’t
need anymore of that.

USED SHOE DRIVE GOING ON NOW!
Bring in your worn out shoes :)
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A Place to Belong
By: Austin Jordan

Several BA students volunteer at a place called The
Red Barn in Leeds- myself, my brother Trent, and fellow
senior McKenzie Ludvik. Also our science teacher Mrs.
Ludvik spends much of her summers there leading nature
programs and teaching science to the students who attend
summer camps.
So, what exactly is The Red Barn? The Red Barn is a
non-profit organization that helps children with special
needs or other children that may have been abused by
providing experiences with horses.
The Red Barn began in 2010 as a sister organization
of Spirit of Hope Youth Ranch. Spirit of Hope was
founded in 2006 and inspired by Crystal Peaks Youth
Ranch in Bend, Oregon. From 2007-2010 Spirit of Hope
helped at-risk and disadvantaged youth by allowing them
to work with rescued horses. Ironically, The Red Barn
served as the over flow facility for the students who
could not be served at Spirit of Hope.
In the year of 2011, The Red Barn grew so much that
Cornerstone Ranch offered the use of the white barn and
indoor arena for program use. Finally, in February of
2012 the Red Barn became a separate registered
501(c)(3) organization. In June of 2012 they officially
merged with Spirit of Hope Youth Ranch.
The Red Barn is able to provide over 100 lessons a
week because so many wonderful volunteers who are
very qualified to work with children with special needs
come to lend a hand. Also, The Red Barn has 23 highly
qualified full-time and part-time staff members and
interns.
Along with all the workers at The Red Barn there are
12 beautiful therapeutic horses. The Red Barn uses
these therapeutic horses to help these children learn how
to be responsible and to be independent. The children
are able to build a personal relationship with these
horses.
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Truck of the Week:
Lowell Brook

By: Zack Smith
The truck of the week is a new column that will be
posted weekly. A new student will be interviewed every
week about their truck’s lift, wheels and tires, lights, etc.
The first truck of the week is Lowell Brooks’ 2005 Ford
F150. Lowell’s truck has many interior and exterior
upgrades. Seeing at night isn’t a problem with his HID
headlights and light bar on the roof. The Ford is sitting on a
total of 4.5 inches of lift with 18 inch Moto Metal wheels
wrapped in brand new 35x12.50 Toyo AT2s. Before he
upgraded tires recently his rear tires were pretty much
completely bald. When your truck is this big it kind of has
to be loud.

So Lowell switched his stock exhaust for a FlowMaster
exhaust and got rid of his catalytic converters. If you
have ever heard how loud the truck is, than you have
most likely wondered how you hear the radio. He
accounts for his loud exhaust with an aftermarket Pioneer
radio and a 500 watt Kenwood amp pushing two 10 inch
Kicker Comp subs under the back seat.
Lowell’s truck has come a long way since he got it
stock two years ago. He has many more upgrades in mind
and is no where near done with his truck.

Shower Showdown

Ask

By: Casey Burnette

Hey Napoleon,
I’ve been trying to get a job lately but I haven't been able
to get one that will work around my school hours. Do you
know of any available? Or even an idea of what types of jobs
would work for me, that would be great!
-Hard Worker

The Red Barn's mission is to promote and provide
equine assisted activities using rescue horses, when
possible, to individuals of all abilities and circumstances,
especially children.
The Red Barn is a magical place for students who
have disabilities or for students who just want to learn
how to ride a horse. It is a place for them not to be
judged for who they are; this is a place for them to forget
all of their problems and just be kids.
I am so blessed and honored to be a part of this
wonderful organization.
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Hey Hard Worker,
The best idea for a job is to find something that matches
your skills. Milk tasting would probably be my ideal job. I
could probably be pretty good at judging the quality of
milking cows too. No matter how tempting it is to get a job
with farmers to look at chickens' awesome talons do not take
it! Its FREAKIN dollar an hour.
-Milk lovin Napoleon
Hey Napoleon,
I'm on the SGA staff and we are trying to come up with
some ideas for homecoming. Unfortunately we are starting to
run out of good ideas. If you can help with some ideas it
would be much appreciated.

As some of you may know, the boys tend to take their
showers after morning workouts in the girls' locker room.
Why is that?
Tyler Carroll stated, “the girls' showers are cleaner than
ours.” In rebuttal, I told him “No, our showers are more
disgusting than yours.”
Of course the debate went on and on about how the
guys' shower has a slimy film over it. The girls, however,
argued that the shower floor in the girls' locker room has a
mold-like film over the floor as well.
I simply stated, “The boys think their showers are dirtier
because their lighting is so terrible. Our shower looks clean
because we have brighter light.”
The number one question that was aroused by this
debate was- Why are they not clean in general? Or why
does the janitor not clean them? Well, I have answers. The
janitor does not clean up after the boys in the locker room
because Coach Wright wants the boys to have some
responsibility and clean up after themselves, so if the boys
don't want a dirty shower, then they need to clean it.
So another question is why are the girls' showers dirty?
Do the boys not clean up after themselves after using our
showers? No they don't. If the boys have responsibility,
then so should the girls. This is a great methodology in
teaching responsibilities to young students.
Since Coach P is the girl’s athletic director, then he
should make it clear that the locker room is the girls' space,
and if we want it clean, then we should keep it clean.

Boys' Shower

-Empowered Student
Dear SGA staff person,
If I was going to plan homecoming I would make sure to
have a party with a dance floor… a DJ who plays some funky
music made by his cousin would be sweet too. For
decorations I would try to draw some pictures of exotic
magical animals or something and hang them on a the walls.
If you could have a pinata that would be pretty sweet too.
-Peace Out, ND

Girls' Shower
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Rugrat Tournament
By: Rachel Worthey

The Lady Rebels attended the Rugrat Classic at
Kingwood Christian School on Saturday, September 6th.
Although the girls took 3rd in the Tournament, they lost
one game and only two sets from the seed games to the
end.
The Rebels took two easy wins from Morgan and
Northside Academy, although they had a harder time
against New Life Academy, but prevailed. Finally the
ladies suffer a loss to Tuscaloosa Academy which keeps
them from proceeding onto the next game, the
Championship. Although they lost, the girls are ready to
continue the season with nothing but wins.

BA Students Chosen for YLDP
The Greater Alabama Youth Leadership Development Program is
designed to provide deserving high school juniors and seniors
with leadership opportunities and potential scholarship awards.
Students are chosen on character and leadership potential.
Bessemer Academy has been invited to become a participant
for the 2014-15 year. As one of only four private schools chosen,
this is certainly a very high honor.
Students involved will attend monthly meetings where
outstanding speakers and facilitators will be involved. Successful
participants graduate with a Youth Leadership Development
program certificate which can be mentioned on future resumes,
and they are eligible for scholarships. Thanks to the consortium
of community partners, the program provides those selected
students with an opportunity to enhance his or her already
identified leadership abilities take hold of his or her future.
Congratulations to Josh Boles, Austin Jordan, Caroline Parker,
Katie O’Donnell, Sam Webb, and Braxton Payne for their
selection for this program.
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Football Stats FINAL: BA 50 Lee-Scott 14 - By: Joshua Boles
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Rebels Dominate
the Warriors
By: PJ Garrett

See the new
athletic
website for
photos
and rosters!

A rain delay brought a quick start to the showdown
between two undefeated division 3A, AISA conference
foes. The visiting Lee-Scott Warriors (3-0) and the
home standing Bessemer Academy Rebels (2-0) battled
as they put their perfect records on the line in a muddy
affair after a deluge late Friday evening.
The Warriors offense, lead by #3 QB Chase
Aldridge, stumbled out of the gate on the first
possession, largely to the BA defense lead by #1 OLB
Jaylon Winston and #4 MLB Noah Wilder, who
created headaches for the Warrior offense all night.
The Rebels offense took over and started its march
with the run attack, featuring a host of young and
talented running backs. #32 RB Thomar Simmons
ripped off big chunks of yards, capped off with an 18
yard touchdown run from #27 Brodie Medders putting
the BA Rebels up 8-0 after a successful two point
conversion, midway through the first period.
Lee-Scott shook off the opening drive jitters and
found a rhythm of their own with the ground game
with #21 RB Mitchell Lewis, but eventually the drive
stalled and the Warriors kicked the ball back to the
Rebels. Bessemer’s next drive featured big plays from
the 6’ 4” 225lb. QB #16 P.J. Garrett, nicknamed "The
General,” who combined clutch passes to #2 WR
Peyton Ramzey and big third down runs that keep the
chains moving.
Reminiscent of Cam Newton, Garrett led Bessemer
to another touchdown early in the second quarter with
a 14 yard touchdown run from Medders putting the
Rebels up 14-0.
With the first half coming to a close, Lee-Scott’s
QB Aldridge connected on a 27 yard pass to #28 WR
Nathan Freeman stunning the Rebel defense. The field
goal attempt was good and Lee-Scott was taking
momentum into the second half trailing 14-7.
The third quarter started with a electrifying kick off
return, off a fake end around from Medders who
collected his third touchdown on a 85-yard scamper
putting Bessemer up 22-7 after a successful two point
conversion by #24 RB Sydney Moore. The Rebels put
it into cruise control in the third period adding another
21-yard touchdown run from Sydney Moore and a 33yard pass from QB P.J. Garrett to #10 WR Parker
Bearden pushing the lead to a commanding 36-7 to
begin the final quarter of play.
The Warriors started the fourth quarter on the
ground behind punishing runs from RB Mitchell Lewis
and QB Chase Aldridge. Lee-Scott got back to the end
zone with a 5 yard touchdown pass from Aldridge to
#8 WR Austin Rabren, adding the PAT brought the
score a little closer at 36-14.
As the game drawn to the end, lightning struck
again, as Brodie Medders took the kick off and
followed a wall of Rebels to an 86-yard touchdown run
collecting a forth touchdown of the night making the
score 42-14 after a successful 2-point conversion.
With the game decided and over six minutes left,
Rebel Head Coach Josh Wright was content to grind it
out on the ground and move on to the next game at
Coosa Valley. Then, the former Leeds High School RB
#11 Ryan Stoves put together four amazing runs
ending with a jaw dropping 33-yard touchdown run
that put the Rebels record at 3-0 with a dominating win
over Lee-Scott 50-14.

